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OksoBooKongÂ . . Â . . . . . . . . . ... A: The.nfo files are not
found when you open a character's nfo in Notepad, but
when you open a file in Windows Notepad, the missing

characters that you see in Notepad are replaced by some
other characters that are normally found in files (this is

called encoding). Thus, to make Notepad display the
image, you need to replace the ². (Binary code) with the
character â. This link gives a visual explanation of the
character that you need to replace in this case. Here is

an article that explains the problem: Winamp tag / filter:
"â" or "²"? Q: How to compile.sass files into.css I have

been experimenting with using the.sass version of scss.
While compiling the.sass to.css I found that I need to use

the.scss extension for the sass compiler to work. I can
convert the.sass to.scss but it doesn't accept.scss files as
input. I am using Sass version 3.2.0 and Compass version

0.12.3 with Ruby 1.9.3. A: I think you'd be much better
off using the sass shell than sass and compass. By using
the sass shell you'd be able to do things like sass-shell

--color --style compressed -d output.css Edit This
behavior is a known bug with the sass shell and the
development on the issue is underway: So if you're

comfortable developing with a known bug, you can: 1.
Add: $ sass-print_options = ['-f', "custom.css.map"] 2.

Edit: $ sass-print_options = ['-f', "custom.css.map", "-d",
"-t", "compressed"] Use this 6d1f23a050
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